
IX

WINE,WOMEN AND 
INSECTUAL SONG

Hope’s concern with sex in general and with his own sexuality is one of
the sources of strength in his poetry. His attempt to understand female
sexuality is recorded throughout the notebooks, as is his awareness of his
exclusion from understanding. He felt that an understanding of the differ-
ences between men and women was the key to constructing a new
metaphysical world view. Hope maintains that as long as our knowledge
of these differences is left untapped, our metaphysical view of the human
condition will remain limited. The excerpts Hope has chosen from the
Kinsey Report are important in regards to Hope’s interest in itemising
perceived differences between the sexes.To a large extent, they confirm
Hope’s views that men and women are organised differently and possess
unique perceptions and separate aims. Hope believes that man has done
his best ‘to minimize, if not to destroy, the only independent source of
knowledge existing, that between men and women’.1

The sexuality of Hope’s sexual imagery makes the quotations he
has chosen on insect and animal sexual behaviour quite fascinating. He
does not, of course, argue that human beings are insects or animals; but
analogy, he argues, ‘is not to be despised. It has no demonstrative force,
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but it can suggest unsuspected types of structure, unguessed forces and
overlooked points of view which can then be tested by the usual
methods. It is perhaps the element of analogy in the argument which has
always made “inductive argument” refractory to logical demonstration.’

Contemporary feminists will find much to argue with in Hope’s atti-
tudes; but many will also see the value of exploring a male mind on these
issues. It is essential, though, to recognise Hope’s detachment.To take the
content of the poems as representing Hope’s experiences of or beliefs
about sexuality is to ignore Hope’s insistence that he enters a poem as
an actor and not as himself. Nevertheless, given Hope’s views that men
and women have ‘quite different organizations, ranges of perception, and
ends and aims’, it is reasonable in terms of Hope’s own arguments to
recognise that these are the compositions of a male, and are therefore
specific to one of the ‘two species of intelligent beings on earth’.2

Hope’s view that men and women are organised differently does not
include a subscription to biologism and essentialism. Indeed his argument,
penned in 1952, that the differences between men and women are meta-
physical, is prophetic of Julia Kristeva’s words in the early 1980s: ‘the very
dichotomy man/woman as an opposition between two rival entities may
be understood as belonging to metaphysics. What can “identity”, even
“sexual identity”, mean in a new theoretical and scientific space where the
very notion of identity is challenged?’3 Hope’s plea for the metaphysical basis
of possible new knowledge from the sexes is made on the basis that the
metaphysical categories set up by the patriarchy are limited and destructive.

Hope had been a hero of the anti-puritan brigade from the 1940s
to the mid-1960s, having dared to use explicit sexual references in his
poetry. His bawdy, sensual poetry, whether satirising an aspect of life or
exploring the enigma of the sexual act itself, was celebrated by men and
women alike. The advent of women’s liberation in the early 1970s,
involving women as radical feminists, rejected the male symbolic order
in the name of difference and extolled femininity.4 This must have been
very confusing for men of Hope’s generation — not to mention the
generation that followed. The women’s movement had an extensive
agenda and one of the issues concerned the manner in which women
were represented in the media and literature as primarily the objects of
male desire.There was a sudden onslaught of criticism of Hope’s poems
as degrading to women. Hope felt that it was from some quarters
unreasonable and ill-informed in relation to his perceptions, aims and
ends. John Docker’s article on the subject exemplifies the nature of the
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critique. Hope’s women, he argues, are depersonalised, non-intellectual
and non-rational; they are invariably beautiful, and their ultimate purpose
is a channel of contact ‘with the universal process by men’.5 It is true
that all these points can be found in Hope’s poems; it is, however, also
the case that the opposite point of view is also present in Hope’s work.
Poems such as Advice to Young Ladies,6 Botany Bay or The Rights of Women7

and Orpheus,8 to mention but a few, contain more complex representa-
tions of the feminine than Docker allows. Nevertheless, Docker’s
position offers a challenge of a kind that warrants a response.9

It is the case that I could scrounge through Hope’s poetry and find
examples that would support Docker’s critique. I would, however, be
taking them out of context, eliminating their satiric purpose and failing to
place them alongside other examples that present contrary ideas.
Playing devil’s advocate, I searched the notebooks for the most damning
example.This little poem is called On a Fine Day in Summer:

The sun doth shine
The world is mine
My bones are full of marrow
O for a wench
That has a trench
Where I may push my barrow!

Big tits and little wits
Do often go together,
But who would want
A talking cunt
In such fine fucking weather.

The context of this is that it is a response to Rosamond Tuve’s book on
Elizabethan and metaphysical imagery:10 if it objectifies one particular
woman and argues for the preference of a mindless one on such a fine
day, any female would-be executioner of the poet/narrator might first ask
of herself has she ever felt the same towards a male on a fine day.11

Would a poem expressing a similar attitude and written in a similar style
by a woman be received with animosity by some men? Would they wish
to censor it on either pornographic or ideological grounds? Hope, I suspect,
would argue that women, in their difference, would be less interested in
representing their sexuality in this manner. His selections from the Kinsey
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Reports on human sexual behaviour represent his views on this point.
Hope believed that females were rarely engaged in the production of
sexually explicit material that did not have as its basis ‘more general
emotional situations, affectional relationships and love’, and that ‘These
things do not bring specifically erotic responses from males, and we
cannot discover that they bring more than minimal responses from
females’.12 Furthermore, Hope in a later entry in the Notebooks came to
recognise that the ‘Kinsey investigators were swayed [in their conclusions]
by the nature of the male response’.13 He concluded that ‘The imagination
of women seems to me as powerful as that of men in sexual matters but
its images are different and they arouse sexual responses of surprising
force and urgency by means that to a male would arouse interest or
admiration but not desire’.14 Whether Hope’s insights are correct or not
is not the point here. Instead, the fact that this is his view is of interest as it
is one that, when brought to his erotic poetry, assists in the reading of it.

I have read dozens of Hope’s sexually explicit poems; it is also the
case that very few of them have been included in the notebooks.
I confess that there are some poems of Hope’s I do not particularly like.
These tend to be ones that present the male spectator viewing the
female body as if it contains no essence or personality. She is idealised as
a beautiful object while being dehumanised. Some of his bawdy poems
might well be funny, and do involve the men as much as the women as
butts of the joke, but despite their wit, lucidity, form and humour, these
poems are not ones that I would return to; they do not create being,
add to life’s experiences, or illuminate human experience for me. If these
are the only poems that people read then it perhaps becomes under-
standable why Hope is termed sexist and narrow in his perception of
male and female relations. However, there are many poems that do illu-
minate the world for me.They might present a male view of life, and this
does seem to involve seeing a woman in ‘her parts’, but they have
something to tell us from that perspective about the human condition
that has a validity that should not be censored.15

A substantial number of Hope’s poems involve women.The narra-
tors in Hope’s poems might be doing one of the following: utilising the
experiences of the woman’s physical beauty as a gateway to new
perception, treating women as enigmatic beings that are to be feared,
reducing the woman to parts when highlighting her animal nature above
her human one, or characterising the female as someone who might
offer the answers to questions of beauty, philosophy and other ‘truths’
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but who will exact a price.The female character will appear often as the
object of male love and/or desire, but she will also be seen in her animal
nature pervaded by passions that men can never satisfy. Although the
woman personae will be seen as in tune with nature, in their procre-
ative role they will alienate men. Feminist criticism often refers to the
binary logic in which male/female is contrasted with culture/nature and
to the way nature is treated as an inferior order of existence. It is impor-
tant to realise that Hope does not have this view at all. His poems might
not be about the way women see themselves; they are essentially about
how men have seen and do see women.16

If one accepts that the metaphysical world views of men and
women are different, the cultural context in which a dialogue takes place
must allow for honesty.To put this another way, if it is (as it is) the case
that women have been imprisoned in male-language for centuries, do
we, because of this, now want an intellectual environment in which male
writers are imprisoned, albeit that some might argue, liberated, in female
contexts and language? Hope would argue, I suspect, that the latter is
impossible; he has said ‘they wouldn’t get it right’. Nevertheless, what
men and women can be imprisoned by is a need to reneg on what they
truly feel and wish to write because they fear that the expression of
these thoughts or emotions might be considered unsound. Is our ulti-
mate aim a kind of bisexual literary perception, to be taken on by men
and women equally? Given the fruits of the latter, would such a percep-
tion exclude other sources of human experience?17

Alec Hope once had to cut an interview with me short, as he had
been asked to attend a women’s studies seminar and be accountable for
such poems as One Fine Day in Summer. I told him not to expect any
mercy and asked him how he was going to cope when he was besieged
by criticism. His eyes glinted in amusement and he said, ‘I’ll just check out
their legs.’ At the time, I laughed spontaneously but later became
confused as to why I had found it funny. It would not be amusing if
Hope did do this. Neither is it remotely possible that he would behave
in such a gauche manner.The humour, in fact, resides in Hope’s icono-
clastic response to any rigid stance that did not allow for difference,
irony and debate. Hope’s irreverent comment represents his objection
to any critic who might proclaim that his view of women is that they are
reducible to ‘a pair of legs’. The comment draws attention to the fact
that sexual attraction is often left out of feminist discourse, and also
how such a dramatisation of male sexuality might be seen as sexist
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when it might simply be male. Additionally, Hope makes it a point of
honour not be subdued by the rules, protocols and visions of ideological
correctness of others.

Hope might, on a more serious note, point out, as he so often
does in the notebooks, that the voice in a poem is not necessarily his.
Hope will, as an actor, enter many different kinds of male ‘minds’ in his
poems, showing the extent to which men have accepted social and
cultural constructs of women that have been based on biologism and
essentialism. He has, however, dealt with sexuality in other ways. For
example, in Orpheus, his poem Teaser Rams18 explores the plight of
a woman who is not satisfied sexually by her husband, who, like a ‘teaser
ram’, took her to a realm of expectation that he was unable to meet.
She is eventually satisfied by a chance encounter with an itinerant farm
labourer. The poem came from the experiences of a young man who
attended a class taught by Hope in the Trade School. Nevertheless,
Hope manages the material; the female character is not depersonalised
and the mood of the poem, although at times humorous, is also sad and
empathetic. Intimations of Mortality19 expresses his dread of death. It
plays with the idea that he now must be protected from his desire of
women; but he, in almost the same instant, changes his mind: ‘I’d like
some snatch before I die.’ As he thinks of women and his great need of
them, he equally thinks of the texts he leaves behind and prays to man
and God that their meaning will be protected.

IV
…
Rather in Man and God I trust
That both in this world and the next
They guard my meaning and my text.

V
A man must do the best he can.
That’s his test of being a man.
But what he fails to do at best,
That is still the acid test

VI
…
Here’s the rubbish left behind
By careless love and reckless wit.
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Burrow in and what you find
May God give you joy of it
…

Finally he leaves us on his most serious note:

VI
If those with whom I shared a bed
Love me a little when I’m dead
And it don’t make them weep but laugh,
That will be my best epitaph.

The voice here is unmistakably Hope’s.
Hope has never intruded into the privacy of those he loved by

writing explicitly about them; it is not surprising that the notebooks do
not provide any such material. Instead, what one discovers are sources
of imagery and a metaphysical vision that might feed his poetry. Sex,
like laughter, is, in Hope’s poems, a very serious business, and engages
emotions that range from fun, play and passion to grief and alienation.
They might be written in a satirical mode and directed at other ques-
tions; they miggt be emulations of earlier styles of love poetry and they
might be exploratory, querying the enigma of love that offers the
deepest grief and the highest joys.

HAOδ OPOM

Men without women are said to drink a great deal. It is a common-
place of psychology that alcoholism is often due to the frustration of
other passions or to the fear of other desires. Could not the opposite
also be true? A puerile and obsessive lubricity in certain people
deprived of alcohol or ashamed to be known to desire the satisfaction
of cruelty, forced to repress anger or a lust to dominate, or having no
natural outlet for spite or greed. Is the Mohammedan paradise perhaps
the compensating dream for men whose religion forbids them to get
drunk?

— Book V, 1957–58, p. 9. page 251
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THE BASIS OF METAPHYSICS

Metaphysics is an attempt to give a whole view to the world and, as
the presumption is that no human being can do this, to indicate as far
as possible the gaps and failures of any system or view. We can ask
significant questions to which we cannot give answers. The sum of
such questions indicates the limits of knowledge. The panoptic
science is bound in ways to be the most incomplete of the sciences,
for it depends on an attempt to give a coherent and systematic view of
the whole range of knowledge and is based on particular sciences
themselves incomplete and on other sources of knowledge some
of them not subject to scientific disciplines.

The sources of knowledge are of various kinds.
(a) There is the whole range of objects of experience and their [illeg-

ible] which are the subject of the specific analytic sciences (physics,
biology, psychology, sociology etc); 

(b) all of the sources of knowledge which deal with facts as aggregates
(making experience, history, the arts as contemplative activities;

(c) there are the studies that consider the discipline of knowledge
itself, (logic, mathematics and grammar in its widest sense);

(d) there is the study of values, and the individual value studies, ethics,
which economics draws on;

(e) there is the study of the sources of knowledge, including meta-
physics, and including the claims of other possible worlds of
knowledge: illumination, mysticism, divine revelation, types of
perception other than those already recognised. 

One metaphysical view will differ from another and any metaphysical
picture will be limited by a number of factors: (a) The range of estab-
lished facts available to the picture maker and his power of assessing
them critically. The sciences now present a range of systematized
knowledge so great and requiring specialist knowledge as recondite for
their assessment, that [it] is beyond the powers of any one metaphysi-
cian to deal with them all. So certain sciences tend to bias the
picture; Physics more than Biology for example. This bias and distor-
tion is increased by the fact that some sciences are more advanced
than others. By certain assumptions, such as that of uniformity of
nature, which is interpreted to mean that evidence from other
sources, to be accepted as or taken seriously, must conform to the
world picture presented by the experimental sciences, other sources of
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knowledge are treated as secondary — not standing in their own right
or constituting a criticism of the experimental sciences. Even among
the latter, physics and chemistry assume a priority over the biological
sciences. Thus metaphysics has tended to take sides, to be apologist
for some departments or sources of knowledge against others. Its
proper function has been neglected and it has fallen into disrepute.
People like Ayre can argue more or less plausibly that it has no func-
tion. Its proper function, of course, is that of the synoptic science: the
consideration of the frame of things as a whole, neglecting none of
the claims of any of the sources of knowledge as having necessary
priority or authority. Its primary concern is with a consistent theory of
the world and therefore with criticism of the theories based on partial
views of the world. Its method is to apply the findings of each source
of knowledge to those of all the other sources, to illuminate dark
places, to suggest new ways of looking at established facts, to take bold
steps into the unknown and suggest methods of testing wider theories
than any single science can frame. 

The limitation of metaphysics, which is concerned with the
limitations of all sources of knowledge is the limitation of human
beings as knowers. Two species of intelligent beings on the earth, with
quite different organizations, ranges of perception, and ends and aims
would be a great advantage, provided they were able to communicate
their knowledge and to criticize the findings based on these sources of
knowledge. Man is unfortunately extremely homogeneous. He has
moreover done his best to minimize, if not to destroy the only inde-
pendent source of knowledge existing, that between men and women.
Most people would laugh if it were suggested that this was important.
Truth knows the difference of sex. Intelligence is not specifically male
or female. This may be true enough and it is important that it should
be true. For the coherence of communication depends on it. But it is
beside the point. The point is that men and women are differently
organized beings, that they have sorts of experiences peculiar to each
in virtue of this organization and that however trivial these differ-
ences may be, they do represent distinct bases for a metaphysical view.

I am inclined to think, moreover that these differences are by no
means trivial. They only seem so because they have never been seri-
ously explored. The history of knowledge in general and the history of
metaphysics in particular, have shown how profound a difference in
theory, how great an advance, often follows an apparently trivial shift
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in point of view about some fundamentally simple bit of evidence.
How different our view of the world might have been had colour
sense not developed, had we developed X-ray vision, or had all had
the mystic endowment.

— Book IV, 1952–56, pp. 27–31.

THE COURTSHIP OF 

DROSOPHILA SUBOBSCORA

The typical sequence of events after placing a virgin female
with an outbred male is as follows. After a few minutes in the
same container, the male appears to catch sight of the female;
he turns and approaches her, giving a series of rapid flicks with
his wings. After tapping her with his front legs, he circles round
so as to stand facing her head to head, with his proboscis [an
elongated part of the mouth of some insects, used for sucking
things] extended towards her. The female then executes a rapid
side-stepping dance, moving first to one side and then to the
other, the male side-stepping as well so as to keep facing her.
The female then stands still, and the male circles round rapidly
and mounts. The whole process, from the first approach … to
the actual mounting, may take only a few seconds.

Sometimes, however, the female may break off in the
middle of the sidestepping dance, and turn her back on the
male, or fly away, in which case the male will again approach
her head to head if opportunity arises. Now if a male is an out-
bred one, mating usually takes place after one or after relatively
few dances. With an inbred male, on the other hand, a whole
series of dances may take place, after each of which the female
moves away without mating. After such a series of rebuffs, a
male may approach a female from the side or from behind and
attempt to mount, without the preliminary dance, but such
attempts are never successful … The difference is probably this:
the movements of a dancing female are very rapid, but an out-
bred male will usually manage to maintain his position facing
the female. Inbred males on the other hand often lag behind …
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The difference between the two kinds of males probably arises
because of the greater athletic ability of out-bred males. This
difference is only detected by the female because she dances;
dancing is a fly’s way of being ‘hard to get’.

If this interpretation is correct, a female is not selecting a
male because he is fertile, but because he can co-ordinate his
movements with hers during the dance.

John Maynard Smith: The Theory of Evolution, 
pp. 149–50, Penguin Books, 1958.

— Book VI, 1957, pp. 88–9.

COMMENTS ON:A BLASON20

A. A. The details are right but the point of view wrong, and the
feeling is too. For a woman the chief feeling is: now he is here. He is
touching me. The concentration on external details is more like a man
and so is the concentration on localized feelings and sensations. For
a woman it is all happening inside her, all through her, all over her —
yes, a rising and a swelling tide. Her feelings are directed to herself and
not to her lover. And for her it is the continuing feeling after the
climax that is more important. A woman’s tragedy is that just when
she turns from herself to her lover, he turns away; for him it is all over.

J. F. You have caught it perfectly. That is just the way it is … Of
course it is from a man’s point of view — but a man’s view of what is
a woman’s point of view.

C. M. It is not like that at all. Not for a woman. For a girl there is
a modicum of truth in your poem — an intelligent girl who has
discovered that frank enumerations have a certain cachet — but even
in that case there is one thing that makes it bizarre. Your creature is
a mirror to the man, and that is all wrong, wrong wrong … Even
a half-baked girl never stops seeing herself; it would be quite impossible
for her to celebrate him only so that she can celebrate herself … The
divine joke is that no man is magnificent in bed to any woman. She
can admire him truly, deeply for his bravery in say, war, his beautiful
gift of the gab, his acumen, his life — without — women, that life she
has no part in. But once he comes to her he lays aside his indifference,
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his independence, and she loves him, because she must, and she
despises him, because she must … Only with our children do we put
subterfuge away. Go back to your old pisspot and fiddle fart your way
through your fairy tale but don’t delude yourself that you know any
part of the beautiful ritual. Masturbation, that’s what your poem is.

— Book VI, 1959, pp. 30–1.

SUBURBAN DOGS

I think from time to time of the condition of dogs in the suburbs of
one of our cities. People usually keep dogs, because bitches go on heat
and are a nuisance. So comparatively few bitches survive. Dogs are
both sociable and free. They get about and make their own arrange-
ments and they visit and form canine clubs, which, I suppose, are the
civilized form of the primitive hunting pack. But as these dogs are
leisured animals who do not have to work for a living, the club is
loose and shifting in its membership and purely social and for diver-
sion. When a bitch comes on heat in the neighborhood they all
attend and, while there is some incidental quarrelling over prece-
dence, there is rarely any attempt at monopoly. They take turns and
share the common opportunity. Among wild dogs, I believe, mating
involves pairing.

It is interesting to speculate what would happen in a human
society where men outnumbered women to the same extent — quite
a possible state of affairs when one thinks of the practice of the Arabs
in the [illegible]. Would mutual love become an antisocial sort of
behaviour — a disruption of the manners and morals of the club?
Would the strong establish a monopoly so that sexual life was* recog-
nized and approved but divided by a rigid caste system: the homosexual
and the heterosexual classes? Or might it even be possible that
women would form an aristocracy of power in virtue of their
monopoly of the rare and precious goods they could provide if the old
conventions of Courtly Love become an economic and social reality?
Would society be able to resist the forces of tension and disruption
that might be set up? Would the practice of emasculating the majority
of males at birth, as we do with our flocks, not be forced on such
a society as a way of preserving itself?
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The reverse of the situation in which the males were as greatly
outnumbered by the females is easier to imagine for the solution is
easier. The ultimate sexual purpose of women is children and they
could all achieve this purpose with a little organization. But mutual
love would still be a problem and might well come to be treated as
wicked and antisocial.
— The privilege of the few and a kind of capitalism? Would there be

two classes?
— Book VI, 1959, pp. 33–4.

THE REVENGE OF APHRODITE

An even more lively and sardonic speculation could arise from the
idea of a society in which the sexual life of men and women was in
any case of the same pattern as the sexual life of dogs or that of deer:
either a common season of rut and a common season of child-bearing
— or a world in which each woman periodically went on heat and
irresistibly attracted all the males in her orbit. In the second case we
could either imagine the quite different constitution of society neces-
sary to meet the case or — what would be more amusing — imagine
a playful deity, female no doubt, ordaining the change and imposing it
on our present society without warning — perhaps as a punishment
for being flouted by a human lover who remained faithful to his
human love in spite of her blandishments.

— Book VI, 1959, p. 33a.

THE NOMADS

There are those who have a standing need of the other sex, those for
whom this need takes the form of a permanent passion and attach-
ment, who in a very real sense only live when they live together.
Everything else  Croce said of Ariosto, that love was not to his purpose
but that he had a continual ‘Bisogna di Femminita’,21 an atmosphere
as necessary to his work as the smell of rotting apples was to Schiller.

But there are also those to whom the other sex is like the Fertile
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Crescent to the desert Arabs. They could not imagine a worse fate
than to be compelled to live in the cities and the fat farmlands. The
desert is their home, their element, their way of life. For them love is
a raid on the settled lands, from which they withdrew again to the
desert; and this is the way of it, whether they raid the same city each
time or plunder in various places.

— Book VI, 1959, p. 40.

CONVENTIONS OF FICTION

The most important of these are the conventions of ignoring actual
and normal occurrences. Lolita I suppose caused such a stir because
there is a convention to ignore in fiction the fact that little girls are
often sexually precocious and that elderly men often feel like Tom
Carew22 about little girls.

It is a curious convention of fiction that a woman is promiscuous
or a female rake if she is capable of loving more than one man at
a time or having sexual relations with them. There is nothing odd
about her having several children and loving them all more or less
equally at the same time and there [are] many women who find them-
selves in the same position with more than one man at the same time.
They may have difficulty in a practical way because men in love are
apt to be possessive but it causes them no trouble as a situation in
itself and their love for one no more conflicts with their love for
another than their love for one child conflicts with that for another.
But fiction assumes that it is bound to conflict.

— Book VI, 1960, p. 84.

FACE TO FACE

Man must be almost the only animal race that mates with the male
and female face to face and able to look into each other’s eyes. Seals,
I believe also mate in this way but the bull seal is so much larger than
the female that he must quite over lie her. 

Alas for romantic notions which might see in this another
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specifically ‘human’ trait like laughter, another distinction between
human love and animal appetite! The partners in this congress, if
they keep their powers of observation, observe not the tender or
loving face of the other, but as the climax approaches, a strange and
even a terrifying mask, an emptying of the person and the emergence
of an unknown, impersonal spirit. The pupils dilate (a curious remote
stare in the woman, a ferocious glare in the man), the lines of beauty,
character and personality disappear and the muscles of the face
change and generalize the human mask, and often the mouth is
strained to a strange grimace or frenzied rictus.

To the romantic this must be disappointing, but to those who see
it aright this is right and profoundly moving too. For in that moment
the great forces, greater than ourselves, take over and we put on their
anonymity and this is actually a visible change — we can see it
happen and have assurance that it is not merely an imagined communion
or an intellectual fancy.

— Book VIII, 1964–65, pp. 163–4.

LOVE AMONG THE COCKROACHES

Nauphoeta cinerea [cockroaches], a widespread species … in
their warm, damp, dark environment, vision plays a smaller part
[than among butterflies]. Sexually mature males are highly
active and touch antennae with any other cockroach they
meet. The antennae of virgin females secrete a substance which
excites the male to further antennal stimulation. After this
preliminary, the male poses in a standard position, sometimes
for as long as a minute, with raised wings and lowered abdomen.
The female takes the opportunity to nibble at the secretions of
glands on the male’s back. The secretions contain a substance
which attracts the female and makes her keep still during
coitus. This substance has been named seducin. During coitus
the male grasps the female with his claspers, which are at the
rear end; insemination takes place with the pair in a straight
line facing opposite ways.

J. A. Barnett: ‘Instinct’ and ‘Intelligence’, p. 93.

— Book XII, 1979, p. 49.
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THE IMAGINATION OF WOMEN

From Sexual Behavior in the Human Female, Kinsey, Martin, Paneroy et
al. (W. B. Saunders & Co., Philadelphia & London’ 1953).

(Masturbation)

The masturbation fantasies were usually in accord with the overt
experience of the individual. Males not infrequently have
fantasies of unfulfilled or repressed desires, but the fantasies
among the females had less often concerned activities of a sort
which they had not had: if kissing had been the limit of the
female’s petting experience, it was the limit of her fantasies; it was
only after the petting had included genital manipulations that
the fantasies went that [sic] far. The fantasies had rarely included
coitus unless the female had had coital experience. On the other
hand many of the females who had had overt sexual contacts had
never fantasized about them while they were masturbating.

The data on the fantasies were essentially alike in all of
the age groups and in all of the educational levels represented
by the sample. In the male the maximum amount of fantasy is
found among the better educated groups, but education does
not seem to increase the female’s inclination to fantasy.

Most males’ fantasy is in connection with most of their
masturbation. Fantasies, as a matter of fact, often provide the
stimulus which initiates the male’s masturbation. Memories of
past experience, the anticipation of renewed experience and
the contemplation of new types of activity are such significant
factors in his arousal that it is usually difficult for a male to
reach orgasm in masturbation without the aid of some sort of
fantasy. Consequently the female’s ability to achieve orgasm
without fantasy emphasizes her greater dependence upon phys-
ical and physiological sources of erotic arousal [pp. 164–5; or
perhaps a deficiency of a certain sort of imagination].

(‘Wet’ Dreams)

Among both females and males, nocturnal sex dreams, more
than any other type of sexual outlet, appear to have their
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origins in what are primarily psychologic stimuli … one of the
most characteristic aspects of the orgasms which occur while an
individual sleeps is the fact that they are almost always accom-
panied by dreams, even among females who are rarely or never
given to sexual fantasy while they masturbate or engage in any
other type of daytime sexual activity … We are inclined to
agree with most psychologists and psychiatrists in believing that
the dreams are not only necessary factors in the great majority
of cases, but the prime precipitating factors of most nocturnal
orgasms, but the physiology of the matter is still not understood
… [pp. 193–4]

In the available sample, there seems to have been no
correlation between the educational background of the female
and the [accumulative?] or active incidence of her nocturnal
sex dreams, or the frequency with which she had such dreams
and the point of orgasm … The educational background of the
male does seem to have a direct effect on the frequencies of his
nocturnal emissions. The males who go furthest in their educa-
tional careers appear to have better developed imaginative
capacities, and this seems to have an effect upon the develop-
ment of their psychosexual responses. [p. 201]

(What they dream about)

The sexual partners in these dreams were usually obscure or
unidentifiable — an epitomization of some general type of
person; and even the actor in the dream was not always the
dreamer but a person who combined the capacities of an
observer and the participant in the activity. More precise data
are needed on this matter. Many of the heterosexual dreams
had an indefinitely affectionate or generally social content
which did not include overtly physical contacts. While such
dreams may in actuality be sexual in significance they are quite
different from the overtly sexual dreams which males usually
have … Sex dreams whether they occur in the female or the
male, are often a reflection of experience which the individual
has actually had. On the other hand, some 13% of the females
in the sample (Negro and White), who had ever dreamed, had
sex dreams that went beyond their actual experience. [p. 213]
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(Art and Image)

Photographs of female nudes and magazines exhibiting nude or
near-nude females are produced primarily for the consumption
of males. There are, however, photographs and magazines
portraying nude and near-nude males — but these are also
produced for the consumption of males. There are almost no
male or female nudes which are produced for the consumption
of females. The failure of nearly all females to find erotic arousal
in such portrayals is so well-known to the distributors of nude
photography and nude magazines that they have considered
that it would not be profitable to produce such material for a
primarily female audience. [p. 653]

… a very high proportion of the male artists who portray
the human form, either male or female, do so in a fashion
which suggests an erotic interest in that form … in some years
of searching, we have been able to find only eight instances of
important female artists who have drawn the human figure,
female or male in a fashion which qualified artists, female or
male, judge to be erotic. [p. 654]

Most heterosexual males are aroused by observing the
female breasts or legs or some other part of the female body.
They are usually aroused when they see the female genitalia …
Many females are surprised to learn that there is anyone who
finds the observation of male genitalia erotically stimulating.
Many females consider that the male genitalia are ugly and
repulsive in appearance and the observation of the male geni-
talia may actually inhibit their erotic responses … Among the
infra-human species of mammals there seems to be something of
the same difference between the reactions of females and males
to the genitalia of the opposite sex … A great many of the males
in the sample had been aroused by observing their own genitalia
… Few of the females in the sample had found any erotic stimu-
lation in looking at their own genitalia. [pp. 656–8]

… the females found [erotic situations in] moving pictures
erotically stimulating somewhat more often than the males.
[p. 666]

Practically all males who are not exclusively homosexual
may be erotically aroused by thinking of certain females, or of
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females in general. Fewer males of the lower educational levels
are aroused by such fantasies, and older males sometimes lose
their capacity to be stimulated by fantasies, and males who are
exclusively homosexual may not fantasy concerning females.
But most males in our sample (84%) indicated that they were
at least sometimes and in most instances often aroused by
thinking of sexual relations with females … A smaller propor-
tion (69%) of the females in the sample reported that they had
ever had erotic fantasies about males and nearly 31% insisted
that they had never been aroused by thinking about males or of
sexual relations with them … even some of the females who
were most responsive in physical relationships had never been
aroused by fantasies about males. [pp. 665–6]

Sexual arousal from fantasies about other males … is as
frequent among homosexual males as heterosexual fantasies are
among heterosexual males. Such erotic fantasies are less frequent
among homosexual females, but they do occur in as high or
higher percentage of homosexual females (74%) as heterosexual
fantasies occur among heterosexual females. [pp. 666–7]

Erotic responses while reading novels, essays, poetry or
other literary materials may depend upon the general emotional
content of the work, upon specifically romantic material in it,
upon sexual vocabulary … or upon its more specific descrip-
tions of sexual activity … The reactions of females and males in
our sample were as follows:

Females Males
Definite or frequent 16% 21%
Some response 44% 38%
Never 40% 41%

It will be noted that the females and males in the sample had
responded erotically in nearly the same numbers … Twice as
many of the females in the sample had responded to literary
materials as had ever responded to the observation of the
portrayal of sexual action, and five times as many as had
responded to photographs or other portrayals of nude human
figures. At this point we do not clearly understand why this
should be so. [pp. 669–70]
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What is commonly identified as pornography is literature
or drawing which has the erotic arousal of the reader or
observer as its deliberate and primary or sole objective … In
every modern language the amount of deliberately porno-
graphic material that has been produced is beyond ready
calculation … Similarly there is an unlimited amount of porno-
graphic drawing and painting which has been produced by
artists of some ability in every part of the world, and there is no
end to the amateur portrayals of sexual action.

But in all this quantity of pornographic production it is
exceedingly difficult to find any material that has been
produced by females … Females produce another more exten-
sive literature which is called erotic, and do drawings which
are called erotic; but most of these deal with more general
emotional situations, afectional relationships and love. These
things do not bring specifically erotic responses from males, and
we cannot discover that they bring more than minimal
responses from females. [pp. 671–2]

HAIL, HOLY LIGHT! I

The physical means of uniting the male and the female sex cells
is extremely varied in animals … in aquatic forms there is
a whole gamut of methods … In some hydroids, for instance,
there is a simple simultaneous squirting of the eggs into the
water, and the timing is governed by the light. Hydractinia … is
such a form, and after almost exactly one hour in light preceded
by a longer period of total obscurity, both the sperm and the
eggs are shed; it is a beautiful and dramatic sight to watch in the
laboratory as the round green eggs float free in the water and
the [myriad] white sperm squirt out like wisps of smoke.

Cells and Societies by John Tyler Bonner, 
Princeton University Press, p. 196.

The sight may be beautiful but the idea is even more so. This might
make the basis of a poem. Cf. Ophrys and Andrena.

— Book VIII, 1964, p. 9.page 264
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HAIL, HOLY LIGHT! II

… the common firefly Lampyris glows softly in the dark …The
female firefly perched on a leaf-tip can summon a passing mate
by flashing at the correct time interval after he has broadcast a
luminous message. With his extra large eyes, he sees her signal.
He turns in his flight, and comes in for a landing beside her.

Occasionally the flash from a leaf tip [from the winkable
tail-lights of the female] invites the flying male to a female that
is not of his own kind. She has winked too soon or too late
[siren behaviour], and in this way trespassed on the communica-
tion band of another species. Usually the ardent male pays for
her mistake with his life [if it is a mistake why should she not
feel like supper as well as love?], for a firefly that cannot become
a suitor is merely a meal for her.

… firefly males in Burma have evolved a more fool-proof
system. Night after night, on the leaf-tips of jungle trees, they
flash in unison. The whole forest pulsates … and it is up to the
females to approach if they are willing, sexually acceptable and
physically fit. Their night vision is as important as that of the
flashing suitors. Indeed, they have equally large eyes.

(As previous note, pp. 262–3.)
— BookVIII, 1964, pp. 108–9.

HAIL, HOLY LIGHT! III

… the fireworms which swarm at night in waters off [the coast
of] Bermuda. Female fireworms propel themselves on [an]
upward slanting course from the coral reefs among which they
reached maturity. As they rise, loaded with ripe eggs, they light
up like passenger trains ascending a long grade through dark
mountains. Smaller males cavort like comets, writing little
streaks and dashes of luminescence just below the surface until
they meet a mate. Then comes one matching flare of light, and
both parents fade into the black waters, while the fertilized eggs
… cascade gently towards the bottom.

(Ibid., p. 263.)
— Book VIII, 1964, pp. 108–9.
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INTOXICATION, HEAVENLY MAID, DESCEND

The most famous example of sex differences in detection of
odours was discovered by … Henri Fabre while watching Chinese
silkworm moths. Females of this insect are completely insensi-
tive to the scent lure with which they summon mates. Yet
marked males of the silkworm moth have been known to fly
upwind seven miles to a fragrant female of their kind. The
chemical compound with which a female silkworm moth
attracts its mates is highly specific; no other species seem[s]
aware of it. In 1959, the Nobel Laureate Adolph Butenandt of
the Max Planck Institute for Biochemistry in Munich succeeded
in analyzing it. He found it to be an alcohol with sixteen carbon
atoms per molecule, a ‘yellowish greasy material from which the
human nose gains only a slight pleasant odour suggesting that
of leather.’

Lotus & Margery Milne: 
The Senses of Animals and Men, Penguin, p. 142.

An Alcohol!
— Book VIII, 1964.

WHY DID KING LEAR HAVE DAUGHTERS

First answer: because Shakespeare found three daughters in his
sources who in turn found that in Geoffrey of Monmouth. All the
same, it is curious in an age in which kings have sons to succeed them
and the legend could just as well have been told of three sons. The
play is much concerned with disruptions of the order of nature
causing evil and disaster. Edmund is wicked and destructive because
he is a bastard; Goneril and Regan are wicked and unnatural because
they oppose and break the sacred natural obligations of children to
their parents and of subjects to their King. It is this unnatural act
which turns them into monsters. But is not Lear’s ‘unnatural’ act in
giving away his kingdom to women, the first cause and root of all the
disasters that follow? We are too apt to give the events of the play
a psychological or a practical interpretation which it will not bear.
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Such dire events do not spring from such trivial causes alone, but
in the first instance from the upsetting of the order of nature. It is
a metaphysical not a psychological tragedy. It is scarcely even a moral
tragedy. No one is very much to blame. Gloucester in his youth had
fallen in love and begotten a bastard son (a sin — but what nobleman
hadn’t?). Lear in his old age wishes to retire and hand over the
government. By an accident of nature he has only daughters to
receive it. The order of nature is broken and, by a sort of inevitable
chain reaction, it leads to other unnatural acts. Son against father,
daughters against father, subject against prince and female against
male authority, and so on. Cordelia is as much to blame as anyone if
one is going to hand out moral ‘credits’. And Lear himself is led to the
most awful and impious act of all, the prayer to Nature to destroy her
own divine order: ‘all germens spill at once.’

And, as with natural disasters in general, the good and the bad
suffer alike. It is a complete mistake to view the play as an essay in
moral and poetic justice as some 19th-century critics have tried to do;
it is even more of a mistake to see it as an essay in psychology
exhibiting the results of arbitrary behaviour, favouritism, greed and
ambition as modern critics sometimes do.

Yet the elements are there. We are only wrong in making them
the motive force and the creative intention of the play.

— Book XIII, 1971, pp. 16–18.

ANOTHER HERO OF OUR TIME

Antechinus stuartii, a marsupial … about the size of a mouse
and … lives on the eastern coastal strip and in Victoria in 
sclerophyll forest and evidently makes solitary nests in under-
growth. It also climbs trees. Antechinus is a predator and lives
on insects and earthworms. It is a quick-moving nocturnal
animal … The female gives birth in September and the males
live less than a year. In June and July they become intolerant of
other members of their species. In the ACT they mate during
the second half of August [and die]. The only males that remain
alive after that are embryos in utero … whereas rodents copu-
late frequently for a few seconds at a time, Antechinus males
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may take about five hours over a single act of coitus, before
moving on to another female but there is no reason to think
that the strenuous mating causes the males sudden death. But it
has been found that if males are castrated they do not die after
copulation.

(ANU Reporter, 24–XI–72)

There is a splendid full-page portrait of the hero in the Report of the
Committee on the National Estate by E. Slater, p. 48. He is eating a
Bogong Moth.

Eheu, fugaces, Postume, Postume, Labuntur mores!23 I am
reminded of the famous Arabian tribe of which it was said that its
men loved only the once and then died.

Unlike the salmon in which both sexes die after spawning.
Keep in mind for The Bestiary of Venus.

— Book XIV, 1972, pp. 59–60.

FIG-LEAF DEMOCRACY

Women have always depended on their powers of attraction and the
strongest of these powers is in their appearance to the eye. It follows that
the wearing of clothes, especially of voluminous clothing that obscures
their sexually exciting contours is a disadvantage, in the contest for
notice, to the most attractive women and a compensation to those who
are physically less attractive. It reduces all women to a common field of
rivalry — the face, hands, gestures, voice — and a restricted one where
the less physically favoured girl can compete on more equal terms with
the beauties. Clothing is first of all a levelling device: it is, in terms of the
power system of the female world, a kind of democracy.

But like other forms of democracy it is no sooner established
than its devotees set about to defeat its operation. For the attractive
and the ill-favoured alike clothes are next designed to act as secondary
sexual lures. For the attractive to display and emphasise their best
features, for the unattractive to create an illusion designed to divert
attention from blemishes or to suggest what is not the case. In the last
twenty years the ill-favoured have been fighting a losing battle. As
female clothing becomes more exiguous and more revealing the
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unhappy fat, lumpy, skinny or knock-kneed girl is forced to reveal
these damaging facts for she dare not go against fashion. Indeed she is
often convinced that to be in the fashion will itself bring her the
powers of attraction that nature has denied her.

— Book XV, 1973, pp. 9–10.

SECOND THOUGHTS ON THE KINSEY REPORT

Re-reading the extracts I made from the Kinsey Report on the differ-
ences between the imaginations of men and women in dreams, sexual
fantasies and day-dreaming and in their response to the opposite sex
and depiction of sexual acts in art and in literature, it occurred to me
how very much the Kinsey investigators were swayed by the nature of
the male response.

Clearly they took this as the norm and so concluded that the
female of the species has only vague imaginative responses to sex in
contrast to the vivid and specific imagination characteristic of the male.

I did not notice it at the time, though the argument as a whole
seemed to me inconclusive, but as I consider material for D. J.’s
Notebooks,24 the fallacy in their reasoning is suddenly quite clear:
they had not considered the many forms that quite specific images
may take.

I think it probable that in the first instance, they totally neglected
to consider what I have elsewhere called ‘the tyranny of the eye’; all
their examples are drawn from visual responses. Men tend to respond
mechanically to the shapes and signs of the female body — it is their
primary and powerful stimulus and urge and the Kinsey team [was]
probably right in finding this, in general, weak as a stimulus in female
response — though they failed to take training into account and over-
looked the fact I have observed that some women at least are endowed
with all the male susceptibility to shape and to signs of sexual promise.

But what the K. Team [seems] to have overlooked is that if
women respond poorly to visual stimuli they respond fiercely and fully
to Tactual stimuli — much more so than men — I am in bed with X
and ravished by her shape and texture and say so and she replies
equally responsive: ‘I love the way you handle me.’ It is natural
enough that in making love women, on the whole, attend to what is
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done to them rather than to what they are doing. But it goes further
than this. A man making love is always intensely conscious of the
object of his passionate endeavours; indeed he feels that it is an
endeavour on his part, and to come to the right true end of love he
keeps his mind on the object: in that lies all that inflames desire,
mounts and consummates it. But I have questioned many women
about this and most of them say: in order to reach climax I have to
concentrate on myself: as soon as the motion towards orgasm begins
I go away, I look inward; my contribution to mutual fruition is to keep
myself moving up the ladder of inner expectation. (Whereas the male
usually has to keep his responses in check if he wants to make it
a mutual climax.)

All this would fit in with the greater importance for the female
of cuddling, of close and prolonged contact — a faculty which is
carried over into motherhood and has a very important role to play in
rearing the young. The Kinsey team on the whole neglected to check
on the amount of sensory (in the tactile, etc., sense) imagination in
the human female and to compose it with the same elements in male
imagination, where they might well have found the latter ineffective
and inferior. One of the traps into which they fell was the fact that art
can readily reproduce visual sexual stimuli, but, short of Aldous
Huxley’s ‘Feelies’, it cannot produce a similar braille for the tactile
and inner bodily responses.

But at the other end of the scale they are even more crass. In
actual fucking a man is aware of his own energies and rejoices in them,
their arousal and élan have little to do with the personality of the
other party, much more with her body, her physical responses, her live-
liness and vigour. Women’s sexual response seems to be aroused more
by personality, by prestige, by achievement and expertise and deftness.
(Mona Levi throwing her arms around Cocky when he caught a big
fish! I said, ‘I didn’t know you felt that way about him’ and she
answered, ‘I don’t but I feel that way about his catching the fish.’)

What is crass about the Kinsey Report is that they knew all this
but in a sense discounted it. The imagination of women seems to me
as powerful as that of men in sexual matters but its images are
different and they arouse sexual responses of surprising force and
urgency by means that to the male would arouse interest or admira-
tion but not desire.

— Book XVI, 1974, pp. 9–12.
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DONNE’S DOPPELGÄNGER

… marriage should have no beginning before marriage, no half-
marriage, no lending away of the body in unchaste wantonnesse
before. The body is the temple of the Holy Ghost; and when
two bodies, by marriage are to be made one temple, the wife is
not the chancell reserv’d and shut up, and the man that walks
below, indifferent and at liberty for every passenger.

J. Donne: Sermon at a Marriage, May 30, 1621

What a double-take this sermon must have been! How the commen-
tary of his earlier life, both ‘all his profane mistresses’, and his
seduction of Ann More must have risen like ghosts to preach another
sermon on another text, taken perhaps from that greatest of counter-
gospels, The Extasy: Did the Dean of St Paul’s manage wholly to
preach down Jack Donne? I doubt it.

Donne was then 49. The famous effigy in his shroud, eyes closed
and lips drawn back a little as though beginning to smile is undoubt-
edly meant to portray the expression of a man who has made a good
end and had a foretaste of bliss. But it could equally be the expression
of a cat who has been at the cream and got away with it satisfactorily.

(See Plate vii in Bahd’s Life.)
— Book XVIII, 1975, p. 30.

LYNNE STRAHAN AND THE HONEY 

OF GENERATION

Writing to Lynne about her poems which she has sent me for an
opinion, I comment on the remarkable imagery of several poems
dealing with the experience — and indeed the metaphysics — of preg-
nancy in the series Green Cycle, and add an idea springing from this:
that perhaps the usual image for creation of a poem — a child shaping
in the womb — is in fact quite wrong; the opposite should be the case.
What is peculiar about the poet is that he — or she in the case of
Lynne — enters the womb of the poem and generates a pregnancy
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waiting to be activated. The poet is reborn each time from the womb
of the poem and this is what Yeats may have meant when he said that
in reading the poem he has not added to his knowledge but to his
being. The reader relives the rebirth and emerges fire-new. Perhaps
here is another image which might serve to distinguish the male from
the female poet. If both act according [to] their natures, the process
would be different in each case. The male analogy would be as
described; the female would be that of the egg descending into the
womb of the poem and waiting to be fertilized. 

This is wild nonsense but the logic of analogy is not to be
despised. It has no demonstrative force, but it can suggest unsuspected
types of structure, unguessed forces and overlooked points of view
which can then be tested by the usual methods. 

It is perhaps the element of analogy in the argument which has
always made ‘inductive argument’ refractory to logical demonstration.

— 29–VII–1975
— Book XVIII, 1975, pp. 49–50.

WIND AND SEA

‘To remember the sound of the wind — the peculiar wretchedness one
can feel while the wind blows … Walking along the Thorndon
Esplanade when the wind carries the sea over … [Katherine Mansfield,
Journal].’ How strange, how completely alien this is to me! I find the
wind exhilarating, exciting, uplifting and the noise of the sea so neces-
sary to the life of the spirit that I have to renew the experience
at intervals. (But Katherine Mansfield felt as I do about the sea: ‘Oh,
I have such a longing for the sea … To stand on the shore long enough
to feel the land behind one withdrawn into silence and the loud
tumbling of the waves rise and break over one’s whole being’ [Letters,
1917].) This seems to be one of the things that divides the human race
down the middle into two incompatible parties. I remember that my
mother was nearly driven mad by the equinoctial gales of autumn and
spring in Tasmania, and that she was in despair when my father, who
like me loved the sound of the sea chose for his retirement a piece of
land high on the headland at Bungan Head.page 272
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It is not, as far as I can tell, a sex-difference though more women
than men have confessed that the sound of wind makes them restless,
uneasy, miserable or neurotic — and so with the sea — but it does
suggest that here is something to be followed up. What other experi-
ences of a quite simple sensory kind evoke opposite reactions? How
deep do they go? How many are ‘natural’ reactions; how many the
result of habit or social conditioning?

The irony of two lovers in each other’s arms, the one luxuriating
[in] the noise of wind and rain and the thunder of the sea outside and
the other fighting to keep tense nerves and ‘hysterica passio’ from
destroying the magic of the moment.

— VIII–75
— Book XVIII,1975, pp. 51–2.

RENEWING VIRGINITY

I have recorded elsewhere my visit to the Aghia Moue outside
Nauplia, site of the Zoodokhos Pighi anciently known as the spring
Kanathos which must surely be cognate with Kanasso = to make a
gurgling sound. I have been irritated by the fact that I could find it
nowhere in Pausanias as I wanted to make it the subject of one of the
Poems from Pausanias in the broadcast programme of that title which
Rosemary and I are preparing. However I have found it there at last
by looking up the index to Frazer’s edition of Pausanias, together with
quite a lot of interesting information about Hera from Pauly-Wissowa.

The main question I find no answer to among the scholars —
they do not seem to want to concern themselves with it — is: why
should Hera have wanted to renew her virginity annually? The
Greeks had a number of virgin goddesses, Artemis, Athene, etc., who
stayed that way in spite of being, like Hera, fertility deities among
their other attributes. Others, like Persephone lost their virginities
and stayed that way too.

The annual renewal suggests that in the Argolid it may have had
functions similar to those of Demeter at Eleusis — Pausanias’ remark
that his story about Kanathos is taken from a mystery cult of Hera at
Argot. Like the probable rites of Eleusis in that mystery that at Argos
may have continued on annual divine marriage, and Hera, like
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Demeter, may have had originally the character of a triple goddess,
combining in alternation the character of virgin, mother, and hag. Or
again as Hera, Athene, Artemis and Persephone appear not to be
Greek names at all; Hera like the others may have originally been
a virgin earth-goddess of Minoan or earlier times whom the invading
Greeks made the wife of their sky-god Zeus. Since the early Greek
mysteries may have been kept secret — they apparently contained no
secret doctrines like those of the later mystery-cults — as a woman’s
religion surviving against opposition from earlier times, the annual
secret restoration of Hera’s virginity may have been directed against
Zeus the Ravisher. Greek legend in general represents the marriage as a
very uneasy one. In the Argolid Zeus was reputed to have ambushed and
overpowered Hera in the form of a cuckoo and the famous Heraeun,
not far from Mycenae, [a] cult statue in Hera’s temple [has] Zeus repre-
sented as a cuckoo sitting on the end of her scepter, which may well be
a satirical touch. The cuckoo of course had association with Hera before
her association with Zeus and this according to Pausanias was his reason
for adopting this disguise: ‘in one hand she holds a sceptre, in the other
a pomegranate. As the story of the pomegranate is rather secret, I shall
omit it; but they say the cuckoo sits on her sceptre because, when Zeus
first became enamored of the virgin Hera, he changed into this bird and
she hunted him for a pet’ (Pausanias, II, 17.4).25

This certainly suggests not that Hera wanted a pet-bird but that
she engaged in an annual cuckoo hunt, like the hunting of the wren
in northern Europe. The time would have been spring. The pome-
granate again suggests that as a virgin spring goddess Hera may have
been originally a double of Persephone.

But there are other enchanting possibilities. The virginity of
Artemis seems to have been connected with her original character as
mistress of wild animals and to have been important because of
a mysterious and terrible force residing in virginity itself — a force
that makes the taking of virginity a very dangerous business in the
eyes of many primitive peoples. One thinks of Hera’s contest with
Poseidon for the land of Argolis and the fact that she won. It parallels
the contest of Poseidon and Athene for the land of Attica and the
fact that the virgin goddess won there too. It looks like the same myth
in another setting and it is to be presumed that in the original form it
was the virgin goddess, Hera, not the wife of Poseidon’s brother, who
won the contest.
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What a pity that Pausanias was so scrupulous about the pome-
granate, it might have answered a number of questions.

What a happy man Sir James George Frazer must have been,
taking this vast world for his province and able to spend so much of
his life exploring it.

But I can only visit it: I have other fish to fry.
— 4–I–1976

— Book XVIII, 1976, pp. 105–10.

EFFECTS OF LOVE

O’amor espiritualisa o homem — e materialisa a mulher?26

(Eça de Queiroz)

This is the theory on which so much of European literature is based.
Such poems as Troilus and Criseyde, Spenser’s Four Hymns and
Tennyson’s Idylls of the King illustrate various aspects of it. It is to be
doubted whether it has much substance. Both sexes appear to be
equally eager to enjoy the pleasures of the flesh and there appears to
be no difference in their desire to enjoy each other on a more
romantic plane. Eça de Queiroz’ story is an ironical picture of what
goes wrong when people adopt the view expressed above.

— Book XXI, 1981, p. 188.

MARTHA

(A Continuation of Luke 10, 38)

‘Now it came to pass, as they went, that he entered into a certain
village: and a certain woman named Martha received him into
her house.

And she had a sister called Mary, which also sat at Jesus’
feet, and heard his word. page 275
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But Martha was cumbered about much serving, and came
to him, and said, Lord, dost thou not care that my sister hath
left me to serve alone? Bid her therefore that she help me.

And Jesus answered and said unto her, Martha, thou art
careful and troubled about many things.

But one thing is needful: and Mary hath chosen that good
part, which shall not be taken away from her. Nevertheless be
of good cheer, for I am mindful of thy need also, and I myself
shall be thy help.

And Martha’s wrath was appeased, for she said in her
heart, though none helped me in the serving of meat, yet the
Lord himself will help me with the washing up.

But when they were risen from meat, Jesus returned again
to his chair, and Mary likewise sat as before at his feet.

Then was Martha much grieved, and she followed them
to where they sat with the rest and said, Lord, hast thou then
forgotten thy promise to help me? For the dishes that remain
are yet to be made clean.

And he answered and said, Nay, Martha, hast thou so
little faith? Chide not, but go and see, for it is already done.
And she went and lo, all the pots were scoured and the cups
and dishes sided away.

But Martha murmured and said to herself, Behold I asked
for the help of his fellowship, but his fellowship he hath granted
to my sister and my brother, and me he hath put off only with
miracles.’

I have always felt that Martha got a shabby deal on this occasion and
I am not moved by St Thomas Aquinas explaining that the incident
was meant to symbolise the difference between the Active and the
Contemplative Life.

As for Lazarus no one even considered that he might have set
a table or wielded a dishcloth.

— 13–I–1982
— Book XXII, 1982, pp. 78–80.
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Notes
1 Hope, Book IV, 1952–56, pp. 27–31.
2 Ibid.
3 Julia Kristeva, ‘Women’s time’, pp. 33–4.
4 See Toril Moi, Sexual/Textual Politics, p. 12, where she presents Julia Kristeva’s view

that the feminist struggle must be seen historically and politically as a three-tiered
one, which can be schematically summarised as follows: 1.Women demand equal
access to the male symbolic order. Liberal feminism. Equality; 2.Women reject
the male symbolic order in the name of difference. Radical feminism. Femininity
extolled; and 3.Women reject the dichotomy between masculine and feminine
as metaphysical.

5 See John Docker, ‘The Image of Woman in A. D. Hope’s Poetry’, pp. 42–58.
6 Hope, Collected Poems, 1930–1965, pp. 207–8.
7 Hope, The Age of Reason, pp. 115–38.
8 Hope, Orpheus, p. 1.
9 See Ann McCulloch, ‘A Lecture’, pp. 11–30, for a detailed response to Docker’s

arguments.
10 See Tuve, Elizabethan and Metaphysical Imagery: Renaissance Poetic and Twentieth

Century Critics.
11 McCulloch, ‘A Lecture’, Security of Allusion, p. 26.
12 See Kinsey Report, pp. 671–2.
13 Hope, Book XV, 1974, p. 12.
14 Ibid.
15 See McCulloch, ‘Landing A. D. Hope’, p. 268, where I draw on these same

points when discussing the difficulties involved in ‘Landing A. D. Hope’; that is,
in determining his ‘use’ of and attitude towards women in his poetry.

16 See ibid., p. 266, where I have drawn on these ideas when discussing Hope’s
interest in male mythology (Faust, Odysseus and Don Juan).

17 See ibid., p. 267, where this argument is contextualised within a larger argument
concerning the difficulties in categorising Hope’s erotic poetry.

18 Hope, Orpheus, p. 26.
19 Ibid., pp. 15–16.
20 See Hope, Collected Works, p. 153, for the poem A Blason, which this excerpt

is commenting on.
21 Translation: need for the feminine.
22 Thomas Carew (1598–1639) was a poet and disciple of Ben Jonson. It is possible

that Hope is referring to Carew’s poem A Rapture, which has been said to ‘turn
Donne’s ode to nakedness into a risquè tour of Celia’s nether parts’. See The New
Princeton Handbook of Poetic Terms, p. 167. See also Nixon, ‘Carew’s Response to
Jonson and Donne’, p. 91, where he draws attention to the image of the bee in
A Rapture, which is ‘plundering Celia’s body, selecting and exploring the possibilities
of sensual poetry’.

23 Translation: ‘Eheu fugaces labuntur anni’ forms the first two lines of Horace’s Odes
(ii. xii), meaning ‘Alas, the fleeting years slip away’, which Hope switches into
bemoaning the loss of custom and convention (‘mores’). page 277
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24 D. J.’s Notebooks refers to a project Hope was working on called ‘The Don Juan
Notebooks’. Hope had begun a critical history of the Don Juan legend but 
abandoned it. He retrieved the idea later when he became interested in the
successive metamorphoses of the legend from the original Burlador de Seville
to the 19th-century romantic Don Juan as he appears in Tales of Hoffman and in
Pushkin’s play. In the 20th century (in Hope’s rendition), he appears as a scientist,
pursuing that most boring of subjects, sexology. He gets his comeuppance from
the emergence of a lady who is his female counterpart (Letter to Ann McCulloch,
July 1986). Hope wanted this book to be a send-up of modern psychology of
sex — especially ‘our old pals Sigmund and Carl (better known as Jung) who
had made such a “brou-ha-ha” on the subject in our age’. Hope’s intentions were,
in a humorous vein, to do to Freud and Jung what Aristophanes did to Socrates
in The Clouds.

25 The references to Hera’s annual washing to renew her virginity at the Kanathos
spring is mentioned in Pausanias, Book IX, 39.3–4; Hera, the pomegranate and the
cuckoo, in Pausanias, Book II,17.4.

26 Translation: Does spiritual and human love have multiple manifestations?.
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